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‘ I love this healthy eating book!!’ Victoria Beckham Honestly
Healthy is the original alkaline diet cookbook, packed with
recipes, tips and tricks to help you look and feel great.
Whatever your needs – be it a short cleanse or total eating
habit overhaul – Honestly Healthy has the right plan for you.
With over 100 mouthwatering recipes from gourmet
vegetarian chef Natasha Corrett, all designed with nutritionist
Vicki Edgson to help your energy levels soar, split into
breakfasts and smoothies, starters and soups, mains, snacks
and treats, and desserts, you will find everything you need.
Follow a 5-Day Cleanse with full meal plans to help your body
eliminate toxins and leave you feeling great. The Cleanse
Section will show you the foods to avoid and why, and the
foods to enjoy and how they help, leaving you with the
knowledge and inspiration to try your own ideas. The
Honestly Healthy Lifestyle Section goes a step further and
shows you how to make simple long-term changes to your
eating habits in order to maintain a delicious, nutritious and
alkaline lifestyle. More recipes and meal plans will help you
on your way to looking and feeling great. Cooking delicious,
healthy food has never been so simple. ‘ Forget Dukan and
Atkins – these days, the A-list way to a flat tummy is eating
alkaline.’ Daily Mail
The world fell in love with Rachel Khoo through her cookbook
and television show The Little Paris Kitchen, and immediately
began to covet her Parisian lifestyle, fashion sense, and
delicious recipes. In My Little French Kitchen, Rachel leaves
Paris and travels to the mountains, villages, and shores of
France, sampling regional specialties and translating them
into more than 100 recipes. With more than 100 photographs,
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as well as dozens of Rachel's own hand-drawn illustrations,
this is the perfect gift for young foodies and Francophiles as
well as fans of The Little Paris Kitchen hungry for more fresh
takes on French classics.
From the powerhouse blogger behind Detoxinistadotcom,
here are 100 quick, affordable, and delicious whole-food
recipes that make it easy for you and your family to follow a
healthy lifestyle. In No Excuses Detox, Megan Gilmore
presents a collection of satisfying, family-friendly recipes
developed with speed, convenience, and optimum digestion
in mind. Because enjoying what you eat on a daily basis is
crucial to maintaining health goals, these recipes for comfort
food favorites--from Freezer Oat Waffles, Butternut Mac n’
Cheese, Quinoa Pizza, Loaded Nacho Dip, and Avocado
Caesar Salad to Frosty Chocolate Shakes, No-Bake Brownie
Bites, and Carrot Cake Cupcakes—taste just as good as their
traditional counterparts, but are healthier versions packed
with nutrients. Megan Gilmore sharply identifies many of the
reasons people fail to stick to a healthy diet—too busy, budget
conscious, cooking for picky eaters, concerns about taste or
fullness, and more—addressing them head on and offering
simple solutions. This beautifully packaged and artfully
photographed book gives readers no excuse to not eat well
year-round.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The TV star and author
of True Roots shares 130+ of her favorite recipes for healthy,
natural, wholesome comfort food in this essential cookbook.
“Kristin’s family-friendly, decadently ‘health-ified’ recipes
will have you reliving favorite memories and making delicious
new ones bite after bite!”—Daphne Oz, Emmy Award-winning
television host and bestselling author NAMED ONE OF THE
BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY DELISH Over the
past few years, Kristin Cavallari has become known for the
healthy recipes she cooks at home for her family. In her
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bestselling cookbook, True Roots, she shared the recipes
that keep her motivated and inspired and in turn challenged
fans to cook more meals at home and live a healthier lifestyle.
Now, in True Comfort, Kristin turns her attention to some of
the most-requested dishes that are hardest to find: healthy
comfort food. True Comfort features her favorite recipes for
cozy breakfasts (Apple Pecan Dutch Baby, Espresso
Overnight Oats, and Sweet Potato Toast), lunches (Roasted
Cauliflower Tartine, Nashville Hot Chicken Salad Cups, and
Butternut Squash and Leek Chowder) and dinners (Red-Wine
Braised Short Ribs, Oat Crust Chicken Pot Pie, and Saffron
Seafood Cioppino) plus desserts (Orange Olive Oil Cake and
Dark Chocolate Peppermint Silk Pie) and drinks (Cashew
Eggnog and Rosemary Charcoal Latte). With tips and tricks to
put together a well-stocked pantry, fridge, and freezer, this
book goes beyond the traditional cookbook to help readers
feel more like Kristin in the kitchen.
The host of the popular YouTube healthy living and cooking
channel HealthNut Nutrition shares 100+ recipes and her
secrets to nutritious, quick, and delicious meals. Nikole
Goncalves's HealthNut Nutrition brand is all about finding a
balanced life that works for you. It's about listening to your
body, surrounding yourself with positive sources, and limiting
stress while enjoying the foods you love. There's no calorie
counting, low fat or sugar free labels on HealthNut recipes;
because she uses real, unprocessed foods--it's as simple as
that. In The Everyday HealthNut Cookbook, each recipe is
made with a combination of plant-based and meat options
with easy substitutions for vegan and gluten-free diets. Nearly
all of the recipes can be prepared in 30 minutes or less, and
the 4-week meal prep guide provides readers with a roadmap
for sustaining healthy, time-saving cooking habits. Taking
readers through breakfast, nourishing drinks and snacks,
salads, plates and bowls, sweets, and HealthNut staples
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including a wide range of Condiments and Sauces, Herbs
and Spices, Nuts and Seeds, Goncalves offers everything
any reader may need to incorporate healthy, enjoyable meals
into their day-to-day lives. Recipes include: Jalapeno
Pumpkin Waffles, Curry Mushroom Spinach Omelet,
Blueberry Basil Smoothie, Everyday Nut and Seed Loaf,
Grilled Vegetable Salad with Chimichurri, Salmon Burgers
with Pineapple Salsa, Spiralized Zucchini Nests with Poached
Eggs, Roasted Poblano and Mushroom Fajitas, Bananas
foster Caramelized Crepes, Key Lime Pie in a Jar, and more.
From a USA Today bestselling author comes a heartwarming
romance about a city girl who finds herself widowed in a
quirky small town and the new target of the town's relentless
matchmaking Widows Club. Head-over-heels in love, Lola
Williams gave up everything to marry Randy, including a
promising career in New York City. Now, after one year of
marriage and one year of widowhood, Lola finds herself
stranded in Sunshine, Colorado, reeling from the revelation
that Randy had secrets she never could have imagined. She
swears she's done with love forever but the matchmaking
ladies of the Sunshine Valley Widows Club have different
plans... Sheriff Drew Taylor also knows what it feels like to be
unlucky in love. So when Lola comes to him for help
uncovering Randy's hidden life, Drew finds himself saying yes
against his better judgment - especially with the Widows Club
eyeing them both. Soon enough, Lola is upending Drew's
peaceful, predictable world...and he kind of likes it! But will
this big-city girl ever give her heart to a small-town guy again?
Includes the bonus novella "Kiss Me in Sweetwater Springs"
by Annie Rains!
In Helping Your Child with Extreme Picky Eating, a family
doctor specializing in childhood feeding joins forces with a
speech pathologist to help you support your child’s nutrition,
healthy growth, and end meal-time anxiety (for your child and
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you) once and for all. Are you parenting a child with
‘extreme’ picky eating? Do you worry your child isn’t getting
the nutrition he or she needs? Are you tired of fighting over
food, suspect that what you’ve tried may be making things
worse, but don’t know how to help? Having a child with
‘extreme’ picky eating is frustrating and sometimes scary.
Children with feeding disorders, food aversions, or selective
eating often experience anxiety around food, and the power
struggles can negatively impact your relationship with your
child. Children with extreme picky eating can also miss out on
parties or camp because they can’t find “safe” foods. But
you don’t have to choose between fighting over every bite
and only serving a handful of safe foods for years on end.
Helping Your Child with Extreme Picky Eating offers hope,
even if your child has “failed” feeding therapies before. After
gaining a foundation of understanding of your child’s
challenges and the dynamics at play, you’ll be ready for the 5
steps (built around the clinically proven STEPS+
approach—Supportive Treatment of Eating in PartnershipS)
that transform feeding and meals so your child can learn to
enjoy a variety of foods in the right amounts for healthy
growth. You’ll discover specific strategies for dealing with
anxiety, low appetite, sensory challenges, autism spectrumrelated feeding issues, oral motor delay, and medically-based
feeding problems. Tips and exercises reinforce what you’ve
learned, and dozens of “scripts” help you respond to your
child in the heat of the moment, as well as to others in your
child’s life (grandparents or your child’s teacher) as you help
them support your family on this journey. This book will prove
an invaluable guide to restore peace to your dinner table and
help you raise a healthy eater.
Many of us ache for relationship with God, yet feel distant and
disconnected from him. As if he’s more of an idea we believe
in our head than a person we relate to. But God has a name:
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Yahweh. This one simple idea has the potential to radically
alter how you relate to God, not as a doctrine, but as a
relational being who responds to you in an elastic, back-andforth way. Why do we feel this gap between us and God?
Could it be that a lot of what we think about God is wrong?
Not all wrong, but wrong enough to mess up how we relate to
him? What if our “God” is really a projection of our own
identity, ideas, and desires? And what if the real God is
different, but far better than we could ever imagine? This
book is a simple, but profound guide to what God says about
himself. In his signature conversational-but-smart style, John
Mark Comer takes the reader line by line through Exodus
34v6-8—Yahweh’s self-revelation on Mount Sinai—called by
some scholars the one most quoted verse in the Bible, by the
Bible. In it, we see who God says he is. It turns out, who God
is just might surprise you, and change everything.
The follow-up to Honestly Healthy, Honestly Healthy for Life
shows you how to follow an alkaline diet everyday Honestly
Healthy for Life is the fantastic healthy eating cookbook for
foodies who want delicious, nutritional meals, snacks and
treats everyday without feeling like you’re ‘on a diet’. 100
delicious new recipes for every occasion will ensure you
always have ideas for great healthy meals. From kids parties
and Sunday lunches to nights in with friends and lunches on
the go, Honestly Healthy for Life has a tasty answer for every
occasion. With advice on what to have stocked in your larder
and examples of what fresh food to choose week-to-week,
this is the ultimate guide and recipe book to help you
introduce the alkaline diet into your life. With ideas for
breakfast in bed, garden parties, movie nights and recipes for
juice ‘hangover cures’, ‘flat tummy’ soups and flu fixes,
Honestly Healthy for Life has all you need to fit alkaline eating
into your busy life.
Our readers say it best: "great ideas for on the go breakfast
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and lunch. Easy to follow, simple recipes, with ingredients you
probably have". "If you are struggling, as I was, to get more
fruits and veggies into your diet, this makes it so simple" Amy
Fazio’s second book, The Mason Jar Cookbook, shows the
versatility and convenience of creating dishes in the mason
jar. No longer just for jellies and jam, mason jars are now
being filled in the most creative and often super healthy ways,
such as salads and casseroles. The easy-to-follow recipes in
this book will show you how to prepare breakfast, lunch and
dinner in a mason jar. Oh, and dessert! Can’t forget dessert.
Some of the recipes included in the book are: • Pumpkin Pie
Overnight Oats • Creamy Polenta with Bacon and Eggs •
Spicy Watermelon and Cotija Salad • Roasted Butternut
Squash and Kale Salad with Pepitas • Mexican Caesar Salad
with greek yogurt dressing • Lazy Lasagna • Campers
Sangria • Pie in a Jar The Mason Jar Cookbook will feature,
in beautiful full-color photos, over 100 ways to create, carry,
and consume food in the mason jar. Many of the recipes will
include tips on serving and storage. Several will also include
notes on substituting ingredients to include seasonal fruits
and vegetables. Beautiful, convenient, easy, versatile and just
plain cool. Just some of the many reasons why everyone
should have mason jars in their life. Skyhorse Publishing,
along with our Good Books and Arcade imprints, is proud to
publish a broad range of cookbooks, including books on
juicing, grilling, baking, frying, home brewing and winemaking,
slow cookers, and cast iron cooking. We’ve been successful
with books on gluten-free cooking, vegetarian and vegan
cooking, paleo, raw foods, and more. Our list includes French
cooking, Swedish cooking, Austrian and German cooking,
Cajun cooking, as well as books on jerky, canning and
preserving, peanut butter, meatballs, oil and vinegar, bone
broth, and more. While not every title we publish becomes a
New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are
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committed to books on subjects that are sometimes
overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise
find a home.
One dish feeds all whether you have a fussy eater, weaning
child on purees, hungry teenagers, or the grandparents over
for lunch! Best selling author Natasha Corrett is releasing her
5th book which is guaranteed to be a breath of fresh air for
the busy family. The recipes can be broken down to cater for
fussy kids that need hidden veg, to children that like stronger
flavours or the parents that want a bit of a kick to their meal at
the end of the day. Leftovers at breakfast that can be turned
into delicious snacks in just a few easy steps or there are
plenty of recipes to batch cook and freeze meals for busy
times ahead. Flexi recipes scatter throughout the book, which
are exactly what they say: flexible to use, whatever
ingredients you have at home, or if you want to change the
protein to have meat or fish instead of being vegetarian or
vise versa. Using what you have at home to make cooking a
little more cost-effective. No hard to find ingredients and all
recipes can be interchanged to use whichever milk, flour or
butter of preference whether you are vegan, have allergies in
the family or just a preference. Ingredients in the book can be
brought from a local co-op. 100 RECIPES 38 recipes under
15 minutes 24 recipes under 30 minutes 31 Tray bake & one
pots 82 Vegetarian 18 Fish and meat 20 Flexi recipes 30
Weaning friendly 38 Freezer-friendly / batch cook 20 Bakes
and snacks
'Hi, my name is Davina, and I'm a sugar addict . . .' Davina
McCall loves a challenge. And giving up sugar has been one
of her toughest yet. In this beautiful cookbook, Davina shares
her favourite super-healthy recipes that have helped her kick
the sugar habit and cut out junk food for good. These recipes:
*are easy to make but taste amazing *contain the foods that
help you look and feel great *have no long lists of scary, hardPage 8/24
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to-find ingredients This is real food for real life! 5 WEEKS TO
SUGAR-FREE also includes a 5 week meal planner that
works towards curbing sweet cravings and cutting out all
processed foods. Davina is no guru, she's one of us, so her
plan also includes pudding recipes that help the most sweettoothed chocoholic kick the added sugar habit. Simple,
delicious and brimming with flavour, these recipes take the
faff out of sugar-free!
"I want to be healthy and fit 52 weeks of the year, but that
doesn't mean I have to be perfect every day. This philosophy
is a year-round common-sense approach to health and
fitness that involves doing your best most of the time—and by
that I don't mean being naughty for three days and good for
four. I mean doing your absolute best most of the time during
every week, 52 weeks of the year."—Carrie Underwood Carrie
Underwood believes that fitness is a lifelong journey. She
wasn’t born with the toned arms and strong legs that fans
know her for. Like all of us, she has to work hard every day to
look the way that she does! In FIND YOUR PATH she shares
her secrets with readers, with the ultimate goal of being the
strongest version of themselves, and looking as good as they
feel. Carrie’s book will share secrets for fitting diet and
exercise into a packed routine—she’s not only a multiPlatinum singer, she’s a businesswoman and busy mom with
two young children. Based on her own active lifestyle, diet,
and workouts, FIND YOUR PATH is packed with meal plans,
recipes, weekly workout programs, and guidelines for keeping
a weekly food and workout journal. It also introduces readers
to Carrie's signature Fit52 workout, which involves a deck of
cards and exercises that can be done at home—and it sets her
fans on a path to sustainable health and fitness for life. Fit52
begins with embracing the "Pleasure Principle" in eating,
making healthy swaps in your favorite recipes, and embracing
a long view approach to health—so that a cheat a day won't
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derail you. Throughout the book, Carrie shares her personal
journey towards optimal health, from her passion for sports as
a kid, to the pressure to look perfect and fit the mold as she
launched her career after winning American Idol, to eventually
discovering the importance of balance and the meaning of
true health. For Carrie, being fit isn't about crash diets or a
workout routine that you're going to dread. It’s about healthy
choices and simple meals that you can put together from the
ingredients in your local grocery store, and making the time,
every day, to move, to love your body, and to be the best
version of yourself.
"No" is sometimes the hardest word to say. It’s also the most
necessary. How many times have you heard yourself saying
yes to the wrong things—overwhelming requests, bad
relationships, time-consuming obligations? How often have
you wished you could summon the power to turn them down?
This lively, practical guide helps you take back that
power—and shows that a well-placed No can not only save
you time and trouble, it can save your life. Drawing on their
own stories as well as feedback from their readers and
students, James Altucher and Claudia Azula Altucher clearly
show that you have the right to say no: To anything that is
hurting you. To standards that no longer serve you. To people
who drain you of your creativity and expression. To beliefs
that are not true to the real you. It’s one thing to say no, the
authors explain. It’s another thing to have the Power of No.
When you do, you will have a stronger sense of what is good
for you and the people around you, and you will have a
deeper understanding of who you are. And, ultimately, you’ll
be freed to say a truly powerful "Yes" in your life—one that
opens the door to opportunities, abundance, and love.
Whether you're training for your first 6-mile run or preparing
for your latest marathon, this sports nutrition guide will help
you achieve your running goals! Get ready to power your runs
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with recipes from Olympian, Emma Coburn. Packed with
delicious, wholesome meals that will sustain you through the
toughest workouts, it's the ultimate cookbook for runners!
Inside the pages of this recipe and meal planning book for
athletes, you'll find: - 100 satisfying recipes from Emma's
kitchen - from breakfast to desserts - all with complete
nutritional information - 7 day meal plans for peak training,
race week, and recovery - Insights into Emma's personal
nutrition philosophy and training schedule This cookbook is
packed with mouthwatering recipes for breakfast, lunch, and
dinner, plus snacks and sweet treats, all with complete
nutritional information. From everything bagels and naan
flatbread to protein-packed chocolate mousse and cinnamon
cookies, this flavor-forward cookbook proves that food can be
delicious and nourishing at the same time. The Runner's
Kitchen shows you that fueling for performance doesn't have
to mean flavorless foods. It means finding a balance that
allows you to provide your body with the fuel it needs to
perform and recover while still enjoying the foods you love.
Learn what Emma eats to gain strength and speed with
scrumptious meals designed to improve your running
performance. Discover tips on what to eat before, during, and
after your runs for peak performance and quick recovery.
Serious Running Requires Serious Fuel How you fuel is just
as important as how you train to reach your full potential as
an athlete. From getting the right nutrients to help boost your
performance to recovery-friendly recipes, this book will equip
you with all the information you need to get the most from
your training. It's the perfect gift for runners and athletes.
You know how it is: some days, you're fired up and ready to
cook; other days, you dread the thought of making dinner.
More often than not, you find yourself floating somewhere
between inspiration and desperation. What's a crazy busy
(but kind of lazy) home cook to do? The answer: pick up this
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book. Ready or Not makes healthy Paleo home cooking a
breeze, no matter if there's time to prepare or just minutes to
spare. Whether you're a fastidious planner or a last-minute
improviser, you'll find plenty of deliciously nourishing options,
from make-ahead feasts to lightning-fast leftover makeovers.
Presented in Nom Nom Paleo's deliriously fun comic book
style, Ready or Not makes Paleo cooking easy, no matter
how much time you have. In fact, this cookbook is organized
into color-coded sections to match your readiness level: GET
SET! First, stock your kitchen with essential building
blocks--from store-bought necessities to D.I.Y. ingredients
that'll set you up for anytime cooking. READY! Got time to
cook? Turn to these recipes for make-ahead meals and
spectacular dishes like Pressure Cooker Bo Ssäm and
Strawberry Almond Semifreddo! KINDA READY! Learn how
to transform pantry staples and leftovers into impromptu
meals that'll satisfy the most discriminating palates. NOT
READY! Emergency meals can be delicious, too. In this
section, you'll find super-fast recipes like savory stir-fries and
sheet pan suppers. Along with colorfully written and
gorgeously photographed step-by-step recipes presented in a
cheeky cartoon format, Ready or Not features kitchen hacks,
Paleo ingredient guides, meal plans, shopping lists and more!

This e-cookbook was created to encourage whole foods
living for families, while offering ample alternatives to
prepackaged meals and snacks. Within you will discover
125 healthy recipes and over 100 full color photos for
quick breakfasts, on-the-go snacks, and portable lunch
items. And of course, the recipes are kid-friendly (and
adult-friendly!), easy, and delicious.
Explains the health principles of the alkaline diet and
features over one hundred recipes that balance alkaline
and acid-forming foods.
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The "Esquire" and "Vanity Fair" humor columnist wipes
out on the road to Wellville in this bitingly funny memoir
about one man's frantic lifelong search for inner peace.
The #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Hungry
Girl cookbooks now delivers the first-ever meal plan
based on the concepts that have satisfied millions: The
Hungry Girl Diet! Lisa Lillien has taken her famous supersizing techniques, diet philosophies, and delicious
recipes, and she's put them into a foolproof four-week
jump-start plan to help you lose weight effortlessly.
Approved by a registered dietitian, this program is not
only completely satisfying but also entirely effective. The
Hungry Girl Diet has... *A detailed four-week program to
help you jump start your weight loss the Hungry Girl way
*Over 50 easy recipes for delicious super-sized meals
and snacks, including HG classics like growing oatmeal
bowls, oversized egg mugs, ginormous salads, and foil
packs *Magical food ideas that help keep you feeling full
all day *Tips & tricks for avoiding diet derailment,
including Lisa's personal strategies for weight
management *Helpful hints & how-tos for grocery
shopping and dining out *Foods that give you the biggest
bang for your calorie buck *Smart swaps for fattening
foods you crave *Easy meals that anyone can make
*And SO much more! With an emphasis on lean protein,
low-fat dairy, fresh fruits 'n veggies, and GIGANTIC
portions, this diet gives you everything you love about
Hungry Girl in one nutritious and delicious weight-loss
plan!
Davina McCall's delicious and healthy family recipes that
help you balance blood sugar, lose weight and feel
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fantastic. 'I'm in a hurry . . . most of time. Help!!!' Life is
so busy. We're all trying to do a million and one things at
once. We know we should be watching our blood sugar
and eating smart, but most of us don't have hours to
spend in the kitchen. Davina's Sugar-Free in a Hurry is
packed with tasty refined sugar-free recipes that get
great meals on the table - fast. No fuss, no endless
chopping and stirring, just amazing food that everyone
will love. From quick suppers to indulgent weekend
specials, guilt-free snacks to fabulous cakes and
puddings, these recipes: * are free from refined sugar so
keep blood sugar in balance - no sugar cravings * use
smart carbs that help you stay healthy, look great and
keep you feeling fuller longer * include ingredients that
are easy to use and are available in supermarkets Enjoy
super quick yummy food in no time at all. Love it!
Something is going wrong on many college campuses in
the last few years. Rates of anxiety, depression, and
suicide are rising. Speakers are shouted down. Students
and professors say they are walking on eggshells and
afraid to speak honestly. How did this happen? First
Amendment expert Greg Lukianoff and social
psychologist Jonathan Haidt show how the new
problems on campus have their origins in three terrible
ideas that have become increasingly woven into
American childhood and education: what doesn’t kill you
makes you weaker; always trust your feelings; and life is
a battle between good people and evil people. These
three Great Untruths are incompatible with basic
psychological principles, as well as ancient wisdom from
many cultures. They interfere with healthy development.
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Anyone who embraces these untruths—and the resulting
culture of safetyism—is less likely to become an
autonomous adult able to navigate the bumpy road of
life. Lukianoff and Haidt investigate the many social
trends that have intersected to produce these untruths.
They situate the conflicts on campus in the context of
America’s rapidly rising political polarization, including a
rise in hate crimes and off-campus provocation. They
explore changes in childhood including the rise of fearful
parenting, the decline of unsupervised play, and the new
world of social media that has engulfed teenagers in the
last decade. This is a book for anyone who is confused
by what is happening on college campuses today, or has
children, or is concerned about the growing inability of
Americans to live, work, and cooperate across party
lines.
'Natasha has a really creative, inventive and forward
thinking attitude to food and cooking.' MARCUS
WAREING Honestly Healthy Cleanse is a cookbook for
food-lovers who want to look and feel fabulous. In a
world full of processed and sugar-dense food, gourmet
vegetarian chef Natasha Corrett has created 4 cleansing
recipe plans suitable for every occasion to help get you
back on track. From a nurturing weekend of juices,
smoothies and soups to a 6-day slimdown, and from a
high protein cleanse if you're exercising hard to a 28-day
plan to permanently change the way you eat, the book is
packed full of deliciously healthy food. With over 100
recipes following alkaline eating principles Honestly
Healthy Cleanse is for anyone looking for cookery ideas
and inspiration. And you don't even need to religiously
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follow the plans themselves to feel the benefits - simply
cook and eat any of the dishes in the book and you'll be
nourishing your body naturally. #feelgood - 3 days of
smoothies, juices, teas and soups which allows your
body to have a rest from digesting over a weekend, to
help draw out the toxins naturally. #slimdown - whether it
is for a party, holiday or special event this 6-day cleanse
will leave you feeling a few pounds lighter and glowing
with health. #highenergy - if you want to tone up and
cleanse at the same time this 6-day solution you have
plenty of energy for high impact workouts like HIIT and
cardio. #lifechanging - you can change the way you live
your life to feel and look better in just 30 days, with
delicious healthy recipes for a lifetime of good eating.
Take heart--controlling your blood pressure is easy with
this beginner's cookbook. If you've been diagnosed with
high blood pressure, changing the way you eat can make
all the difference. Reducing High Blood Pressure for
Beginners can help you manage--or even
prevent--hypertension through delicious, nutritious
recipes that you can cook at home with ease. Join the
millions of Americans who have lowered their blood
pressure through the DASH diet (Dietary Approaches to
Stop Hypertension). Reducing High Blood Pressure for
Beginners can transform your health and well-being with
time-saving, budget-friendly meals you'll love: Fireside
Beef Stew, 30-Minute Marinara, and Chicken Curry in a
Hurry, to name a few. Inside this essential blood
pressure cookbook you'll find: Beginners welcome--This
hypertension-centric cookbook is perfect for beginners
who are starting the path to better living. Savor the
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flavor--These pages are packed with 75 quick, easy
recipes--including meat dishes, vegetarian dishes, and
even gluten-free dishes--that taste great and help lower
blood pressure long-term. Get the facts--Clear, easy-tounderstand medical information about causes,
treatments, and the impact of lifestyle changes will help
guide you on your way to improved health. Now you can
control your blood pressure and enjoy delicious food at
the same time.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME
MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The
extraordinary, beloved novel about the ability of books to feed
the soul even in the darkest of times. When Death has a story
to tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is
holding its breath. Death has never been busier, and will
become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a foster girl living
outside of Munich, who scratches out a meager existence for
herself by stealing when she encounters something she can’t
resist–books. With the help of her accordion-playing foster
father, she learns to read and shares her stolen books with
her neighbors during bombing raids as well as with the
Jewish man hidden in her basement. In superbly crafted
writing that burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus
Zusak, author of I Am the Messenger, has given us one of the
most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of book that can
be life-changing.” —The New York Times “Deserves a place
on the same shelf with The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne
Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF CLAY,
MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK
THIEF.
The must-have vegetarian cookbook for easy healthy recipes
to cook at home. Gourmet vegetarian chef Natasha Corrett
will inspire you to ditch the processed, sugar-laden foods we
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resort to when we're busy, reduce food waste and actually
save money. With a focus on cooking from scratch, Honestly
Healthy in a Hurry contains super speedy suppers that you
can make in no time; dishes that are quick to prepare and can
be left in the oven while you get on with other things; and
cook ahead ingredients that will prep you for a stress-free
week ahead. With healthy smart swaps, batch cooking and
tips that will save you time and money plus over 90
vegetarian, cows' dairy-free, refined sugar-free recipes based
on alkaline eating principles, the book includes delicious eats
like Avocado 'Yogurt' Breakfast; Ten Minute Turmeric Quinoa
Risotto; Griddled Aubergine Miso Salad; Cauliflower Protein
Brownies and Watermelon Rose Sorbet. Full of inspiring
ideas for suppers, breakfasts, snacks and sweet tweets,
reignite your passion for simple, fresh ingredients. You're
never too busy to create a healthy meal bursting with natural
flavour and goodness. Fall back in love with the kitchen and
change your life for the better with Honestly Healthy in a
Hurry.
As a new mom, Jessica Alba wanted to create the safest,
healthiest environment for her family. But she was frustrated
by the lack of trustworthy information on how to live healthier
and cleaner—delivered in a way that a busy mom could act on
without going to extremes. In 2012, with serial entrepreneur
Brian Lee and environmental advocate Christopher Gavigan,
she launched The Honest Company, a brand where parents
can find reliable information and products that are safe,
stylish, and affordable. The Honest Life shares the insights
and strategies she gathered along the way. The Honest Life
recounts Alba's personal journey of discovery and reveals her
tips for making healthy living fun, real, and stylish, while
offering a candid look inside her home and daily life. She
shares strategies for maintaining a clean diet (with favorite
family-friendly recipes) and embraces nontoxic choices at
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home and provides eco-friendly decor tips to fit any budget.
Alba also discusses cultivating a daily eco beauty routine,
finding one's personal style without resorting to yoga pants,
and engaging in fun, hands-on activities with kids. Her
solutions are easy, chic, and down-to-earth: they're honest.
And discovering everyday ways to live naturally and
authentically—true to you—could be honestly life-changing.
A gourmand's guide to the slim life shares the principles of
French gastronomy, the art of enjoying all edibles in
proportion, arguing that the secret of being thin and happy
lies in the ability to appreciate and balance pleasures, not in
deprivation, in a guide that includes inspirational true-life
stories, simple advice, and dozens of delectable recipes.
Reprint.
Charmingly designed and perfectly approachable, here are
eighty simple recipes for delicious, healthy food that require
nothing more than a mug and a microwave. For anyone who
can’t cook, won’t cook, or doesn’t have the time to cook—but
still wants a fresh, delicious meal instead of takeout or
packaged, processed food when they’re eating alone—here is
the answer. All you need for real food, really fast, is a large
mug, a microwave, a handful of ingredients, and a spoon.
Whether you’re cooking in a pocket-sized apartment, a
crowded dorm, or an office kitchenette, here are quick and
clever recipes for breakfast, lunch, dinner, dessert, and
snacks. Squeezing a home-cooked breakfast into your
morning dash is no problem with Peanut Butter and Jam
Porridge, Eggs Florentine with Hollandaise, or seed- and fruitpacked Breakfast Muffins. And no more sad office salad: whip
up Spicy Lentil and Bacon Soup, Pea and Pesto Soup, and
Shrimp Laska in the office kitchen for lunch, with a side of
Honeyed Carrots or Garlicky Mushrooms! Chicken Korma,
Thai Shrimp Curry, Wild Mushroom Risotto, Chili con Carne,
and Sweet Potato and Chickpea Tagine make healthy, quick,
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and delicious dinners that easily trump overpriced takeout or
preservative-laden frozen food. And mug baking is a piece of
cake with Chocolate and Pistachio Brownies, White
Chocolate and Lime Cheesecake, Berry Crumble, Sticky
Gingerbread, and much more. Finally, don’t forget the more
conventional (but no less delicious) mug treats: Ultimate Hot
Chocolate, Mulled Cider with Ginger, and Vanilla Latte. Yum!
You will be in and out of the kitchen, cravings fully satisfied, in
five minutes or less!
Eating the alkaline way is the easy route to great health and
wellbeing. This second book in the HH family offers myriad
ideas on how to continue to stick with the alkaline way of
eating while living in the real world – one that comes with
work, family and friends. Like the first book, it’s split into two
main sections – advice and information up front, followed by
inspirational recipes.
Outlines the principles of alkaline eating, and features over
one hundred recipes that will help maintain a healthy balance
of alkaline and acid-forming foods in the diet, including
breakfasts, main meals, sweet treats, breads, and drinks.
A practical guide for those struggling to build a community of
believers in a culture that wants to experience belonging over
believingWho is my neighbor? Who belongs to me? To whom
do I belong? These are timeless questions that guide the
church to its fundamental calling. Today terms like neighbor,
family, and congregation are being redefined. People are
searching to belong in new places and experiences. The
church needs to adapt its interpretations, definitions, and
language to make sense in the changing culture.This book
equips congregations and church leaders with tools to: •
Discern the key ingredients people look for in community •
Understand the use of space as a key element for
experiencing belonging and community • Develop the
“chemical compound” that produces an environment for
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community to spontaneously emerge • Discover how
language promotes specific spatial belonging and then use
this knowledge to build an effective vocabulary for community
development • Create an assessment tool for evaluating
organizational and personal community health
"Outstanding . . . a wide-ranging invitation to think through the
moral ramifications of our eating habits." —The New Yorker
One of the New York Times Book Review's Ten Best Books
of the Year and Winner of the James Beard Award Author of
How to Change Your Mind and the #1 New York Times
Bestseller In Defense of Food and Food Rules What should
we have for dinner? Ten years ago, Michael Pollan
confronted us with this seemingly simple question and, with
The Omnivore’s Dilemma, his brilliant and eye-opening
exploration of our food choices, demonstrated that how we
answer it today may determine not only our health but our
survival as a species. In the years since, Pollan’s
revolutionary examination has changed the way Americans
think about food. Bringing wide attention to the little-known
but vitally important dimensions of food and agriculture in
America, Pollan launched a national conversation about what
we eat and the profound consequences that even the
simplest everyday food choices have on both ourselves and
the natural world. Ten years later, The Omnivore’s Dilemma
continues to transform the way Americans think about the
politics, perils, and pleasures of eating.
Clean Treats for Everyone features dessert and snack
recipes made with simple and easy-to-find ingredients for
eaters of all ages.
A modern take on Southern cooking with 100+ accessible
Southern recipes and hospitality tips, from Kelsey Barnard
Clark, 2016 Top Chef winner and Fan Favorite From
preeminent chef, multitasking mom, proud Southerner, and
2016 Top Chef winner Kelsey Barnard Clark comes this fresh
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take on Southern cooking and entertaining. In Southern Grit,
Kelsey Barnard Clark presents more than 100 recipes that
are made to be shared with family and friends. Indulge your
loved ones in delicious modern Southern meals, including
Bomb Nachos, Savannah Peach Sangria, Roasted Chicken
and Drippin' Veggies, and six variations of Icebox Cookies.
Featuring beautifully styled shots of finished dishes and the
Southern home style, as well as Kelsey Barnard Clark's tips
for stocking the pantry, entertaining with ease, and keeping
your house guest-ready (with or without toddlers). Readers of
Magnolia Table by Joanna Gaines and Whiskey in a Teacup
by Reese Witherspoon, fans of Kelsey Barnard Clark and her
stint on Top Chef, and any home cooks who love cooking and
serving Southern food, have a young family, and like to host
guests will appreciate these modern homemaking tips, the
approachable instruction, and the contemporary repertoire of
recipes that brim with flavors of the Deep South. SOUTHERN
FOOD IS PERENNIALLY POPULAR: With 100 simple
recipes that cover all occasions, plus entertaining tips
throughout the book, Southern Grit has wide-ranging appeal
for the broad audience of people who love Southern flavors.
TOP CHEF WINNER & FAN FAVORITE: Kelsey Barnard
Clark is a self-branded "spicy Joanna Gaines." Her
personality and talent were showcased on Top Chef, leading
her to win the title of Fan Favorite in addition to winning the
season overall—only the second time in 16 seasons when
that's happened. Perfect for: • Fans of TOP CHEF and
Kelsey Barnard Clark • Southerners and fans of Southern
cooking • Home cooks who like to host and entertain • Home
cooks with young families
Using the revolutionary new alkaline diet, Honestly Healthy is
packed with recipes, tips and tricks to help you transform your
daily routine from hectic and hurried to harmonious and
holistic. ‘I Love this healthy eating book!!’ Victoria Beckham
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Organic gourmet vegetarian cook, Natasha Corrett, and
leading nutritional therapist Vicki Edgson have combined their
expertise create a delicious, balanced, alkaline diet that
keeps the body in mind. ‘Forget Dukan and Atkins – these
days, the A-list way to a flat tummy is eating alkaline.’ Daily
Mail This book will help you make a lasting change to your
body and mind by teaching you the principles of healthy
eating, how to identify alkalizing and acid-forming foods and
the ways in which an alkaline diet can nourish the body.
Learn how to boost your immune system, focus your mind,
maintain blood sugar levels and increase energy levels
through healthy eating. Featuring mouth-watering recipes,
from the first smoothie of the morning, through delicious
salads and mains to the last healthy snack of the day,
Honestly Healthy is the tasty and easy route to health and
wellbeing. ‘It's all about the Alkaline Diet now...check out the
Alkalites new recipe bible Honestly Healthy’ Sunday Times
Style
Dive into the world of superfoods! Discover 66 tasty recipes
from cultures around the globe, all containing star ingredients
to boost your health and wellbeing. With a foreword and
recipe by Honestly Healthy's Natasha Corrett.
In the beginning, God created Adam. Then he made Eve.
And ever since we’ve been picking up the pieces. Loveology
is just that—a theology of love. With an autobiographical
thread that turns a book into a story, pastor and speaker John
Mark Comer shares about what is right in male/female
relationships—what God intended in the Garden. And about
what is wrong—the fallout in a post-Eden world. Loveology
starts with marriage and works backward. Comer deals with
sexuality, romance, singleness, and what it means to be male
and female; ending with a raw, uncut, anything goes Q and A
dealing with the most asked questions about sexuality and
relationships. This is a book for singles, engaged couples,
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and the newly married—both inside and outside the
church—who want to learn what the Scriptures have to say
about sexuality and relationships. For those who are tired of
Hollywood’s propaganda, and the church’s silence. And for
people who want to ask the why questions and get intelligent,
nuanced, grace-and-truth answers, rooted in the Scriptures.
ECPA BESTSELLER • A compelling emotional and spiritual
case against hurry and in favor of a slower, simpler way of life
“As someone all too familiar with ‘hurry sickness,’ I
desperately needed this book.”—Scott Harrison, New York
Times best-selling author of Thirst “Who am I becoming?”
That was the question nagging pastor and author John Mark
Comer. Outwardly, he appeared successful. But inwardly,
things weren’t pretty. So he turned to a trusted mentor for
guidance and heard these words: “Ruthlessly eliminate hurry
from your life. Hurry is the great enemy of the spiritual life.” It
wasn’t the response he expected, but it was—and continues
to be—the answer he needs. Too often we treat the symptoms
of toxicity in our modern world instead of trying to pinpoint the
cause. A growing number of voices are pointing at hurry, or
busyness, as a root of much evil. Within the pages of this
book, you’ll find a fascinating roadmap to staying emotionally
healthy and spiritually alive in the chaos of the modern world.
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